Startima Bounty Program for Token Crowdsale
These programs are very cool specials that we’ve prepared for the awesome Bitcointalk,
Facebook, Twitter and other medias communities.
The Bounty Program – available also for Newbies! – is all-embracing, including Translations and
Moderation, Signature and Avatar, Blog and Media, Twitter, Facebook and Vkontakte campaigns
available (and even custom campaigns are allowed).
The total Bounty Pool is 5% or 2,500,000 STAT tokens in the most favorable outcome, but it solely
depends on the ICO outcome: The more tokens are sold, the bigger your bounties will be! So...
Guys, please help us spread the word and build the strong community!

BOUNTY PROGRAM
We are extremely interested in making the ICO successful to the maximum. In line with that, we
want you to crave it as well.

The Startima total bounty pool will be divided as follows:

Translation and community management – 20%

Signature and avatar – 25%

Blog and media – 20%

Twitter – 10%

Facebook – 15%

Vkontakte – 5%

Other – 5%
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Bounty Payment
1. Payment is made only in Startima tokens (STAT).
2. Bounty program’s results, consisting of verification of adherence to these terms and rules,
completion of all reserved activities, and the calculation of tokens earned, will be announced
within one week after the token launch end date and time.
3. By completing bounty tasks you will receive bounty-stakes (further – stakes). Tokens in reward
for performing tasks will be distributed after the completion of the ICO in proportion to the
number of stakes earned by participants of bounty-program.

Useful Links
Official ICO thread on Bitcointalk
Website
Logo/icon
WhitePaper

Our accounts on social media:
Twitter
Telegram
Facebook
Medium
Vkontakte
Slack

Contact Us
Joining Startima Slack is obligatory for the participation in the Startima bounty program. Startima Slack
invite link: https://goo.gl/kMCBZr
Slack is the most convenient way for the fast communication with hundreds of bounty campaign
participants. It's impossible to answer all the questions quickly using forum PM and thread. Slack team
channels and private chats are much better for this.
If you have any questions regarding the bounty program, please use the Startima Slack. Just sign in to
Startima Slack and send a message to channel #bounty to discuss the details.
Please note that all communications with the Startima team regarding the Startima bounty program must
be in English.
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The following channels are designed for communication with the team of Startima OTHER THAN regarding
the bounty program:

Official Startima thread:





Telegram: https://t.me/startima
Twitter: https://twitter.com/StartimaProject
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/StartimaProject/
Startima Slack - https://goo.gl/kMCBZr channel #general

I. TRANSLATION AND COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT

Earn Startima tokens as a reward for translating Startima project’s whitepaper and announcement thread
on Bitcointalk, and by creating, moderating, and regularly updating a new thread in your native language.

Bounty Pool and Distribution
Total amount of Startima tokens allocated for translation and community management bounties: 20%.
Translation and community management bounty tokens will be distributed proportionally among the
participants according to the amount of received Stakes.

Eligibility
Any blockchain enthusiast that fits the following requirements may participate in the translation and
community management bounty program:
 You must be a native speaker of the target language
 You must have a good command of English to be able to clearly express your thoughts in English (in
communication with us)
 You must have no less than 50 posts on Bitcointalk (this can include both your original posts and your
comments in the threads)
 Candidates whose Bitcointalk accounts have negative trust are not eligible.
 Work experience in the blockchain industry and previous engagements in other bounty programs is a
plus.
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Tasks and Rewards
Whitepaper
Translate the whitepaper, post the translation in the local thread on Bitcointalk in your language, update
it upon our request, and moderate the discussion that publishing the whitepaper in your language might
raise (including answering questions regarding the document within 24 hours max).
For all languages from the list "Languages" below except for Chinese, Japanese, and Korean these
actions will be rewarded with 300 stakes.
For Chinese, Japanese, and Korean languages reward will be 400 stakes
Whitepaper in English:
http://startima.io/files/whitepaper.pdf?utm_source=bitcointalk&utm_medium=post&utm_campaign=b
ounty
NOTE. All messages must be approved by the Startima team in advance, before publication. Violators
of this rule will be disqualified

ANN post
For all languages from the list "Languages" below except for Chinese, Japanese, and Korean:
(1) Translate the original ANN post on Bitcointalk announcing the token launch
(2) post the translation to the local forum on Bitcointalk in your language starting a local thread about
Startima, update it upon our request, publish official news as they are out (no less than 1 per week),
moderate the discussion (including answering questions regarding the new post (thread) within 24 hours
max), and ALSO
(3) post the translation in the most popular blockchain forum in your language (our PRE-APPROVAL of
such a forum is required so that your posting counts; use #bounty on Startima Slack for such queries),
update the thread upon our request, and moderate the discussion (including answering questions
regarding the new post (thread) within 24 hours max) – 150 stakes.
Bonus for posting on several forums: 30 stakes for posting and community management in each other
forum after posting on Bitcointalk and on the most popular forum in your language, but you must get the
list of forums you are going to do so PRE-APPROVED by us (use #bounty on Startima Slack for such
queries); if you post a forum without our approval and confirmation, that posting does not count.
Bonus: 20 stakes for translating the landing page and updating it upon our request.
Original post announcing the token launch on Bitcointalk (in English): https://bitcointalk.org/
Folder for translators (with ANN BBCode):
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B4CGHu2dWiWZQTVJbUlEaVpIVzA
Folder for translators (with WP in Word and Adobe Illustrator, and with pictures in PPTX):
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B4CGHu2dWiWZZDZielBkajFVNW8
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Languages
We offer bounty program participants to implement one or more of the above-mentioned activities in
any of the following languages (applications for these activities in these languages WANTED NOW!):
● Japanese - ANN and WP
● Croatian - ANN and WP
● Czech - ANN and WP
● Dutch - ANN and WP
● German - ANN and WP
● Greek - ANN and WP
● Hebrew - ANN and WP
● Indonesian - WP and WP
● Italian - ANN and WP
● Malay - ANN and WP
● Portuguese (Brazilian) - ANN and WP
● Romanian - ANN and WP
● Serbian - ANN and WP
● Spanish (Latin American) - ANN and WP
● Swedish - ANN and WP
● Thai - ANN and WP
● Chinese - ANN and WP
● Korean - ANN and WP
● French - ANN and WP
● Hindi - ANN and WP
● Indonesian - ANN and WP
● Polish - ANN and WP
● Portuguese (Brazilian) - ANN and WP
● Turkish - ANN and WP
● Vietnamese - ANN and WP
● Arabic - ANN and WP
● Bulgarian - ANN and WP
Haven't found your language in the list but still want to handle translation and community
management? Ask us.

Already reserved (NO MORE applications for these activities in these languages, please):
● English - ANN and WP
● Russian - ANN and WP

Getting Approved for Participation
1. First, check with the list of the languages supported. Then, if yours is on the list and not reserved
2. Sign up to Startima Slack: https://goo.gl/kMCBZr Channel #bounty is where you’ll be able to ask
questions about the bounty program.
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3. Reserve the language and activity by filling this form to make a request for the participation in the
Translation & Community management campaign:
https://goo.gl/forms/lQkN789vdxckvAzi1
4. We'll review your request and contact you to discuss the details and/or confirm your participation.

Only once these steps are completed and you received a confirmation from us may you start working on
your activity.

Rules
 Once you’ve posted the ANN translation in your language as a post opening a new local thread on
Bitcointalk and other forums, post links to the posts to this bounty thread (either one by one, or all in one
post if you've posted all at once). Then we will be checking the corresponding threads on a regular basis
to make sure your activity in moderation / community management suits your task’s requirements.
 Once you've posted the WP translation in your language to the local thread, post a link to that post to
this bounty. Then we will be checking the corresponding thread on a regular basis to make sure your
activity in moderation / community management suits your task’s requirements.
 Translation must be original. Using Google Translate or any other machine (including online)
translation tools is not allowed. Participants exploiting those will be disqualified.
 Any translation activity must include the following disclaimer in the language of the translation (just
pick either “WhitePaper” or “Announcement” (or both) depending on your activity reserved) placed at
the top of the translation of the white paper and at the bottom of the translation of the announcement
(you’ll also need add the date when you are publishing your translation and keep the links to the white
paper and the announcement): "This document is a translation of Startima original English language White
Paper / Announcement, which is the official source of information about the Startima Token Launch. The
translation was kindly made and published on [DATE] by a respected Startima ambassador. However,
there is a tiny chance that in the course of the translation some of the information contained in the original
document may have been lost, corrupted, misrepresented, or just sound different. The 100% accuracy of
the translation cannot be guaranteed. In the event of any conflicts or inconsistencies between this
translation and the official English language WhitePaper / Announcement, the provisions of the English
language original shall prevail."
 One participant may reserve only one language for translation and subsequent moderation.
Applications for translating into multiple languages will not be accepted.
 Bitcointalk posts must be published from the same account you specified in your reservation request.
 Posted materials must remain public until further notice from Startima.
 Posted translation of the blogpost must be regularly updated to correspond with the updates to the
original document.
 No tampering with the meaning of texts and posts, no abridging of information or any other structural
or conceptual changes are allowed.
 Increasing post count by making unnecessary posts is not allowed, posts of this kind will not be
counted.
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 Questions posed under the published translations must be answered. You may request help with an
answer on Startima Slack. You must respond within 24 hours max to each question posted by someone
else in the thread you created.
 Moderation is required within the framework of each task option and must be performed in an active
manner till the end of the campaign. Inactive participants will be replaced by another moderator hired
specifically for updating and moderating your thread. A single-post dead thread is totally useless for the
project and will not be tolerated. We expect from translators to take the responsibility of moderation of
their threads by keeping the thread active by means of publishing the translation of official
announcements, news, and updates on a regular basis. We will disqualify an inactive translator that just
translated a thread and left that dead, and we will reduce the reward for such a translator by 50%.
 You may answer questions from potential buyers without asking for advice in the #bounty channel on
Startima Slack if you know the answer and it has previously been published by the Startima staff in the
main discussion thread on:
Bitcointalk – https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=
Slack – https://goo.gl/kMCBZr
Startima website – https://startima.io or in the project’s whitepaper.
 If you reserved the activity but failed to complete it within 10 days we will cancel your reservation
and pass the assignment on to another bounty program participant.

Startima reserves the right to change the terms or apply new ones at any time at its sole discretion.

Examples of Bitcointalk regional threads
 German — https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?board=16.0
 Spanish — https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?board=27.0
 Italian — https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?board=28.0

Examples of local forums










German — https://www.coinforum.de/
French — https://cryptofr.com/
Bulgarian — http://hash.bg/forum/
Indonesian — https://forumbitcoin.co.id/
Serbian — http://www.bitcoinbalkan.com/forum
Spanish — https://forobits.com/
Swedish — https://forum.bitcoin.se/
Thai — http://www.thaibitcointalk.com/index.php
Turkish — http://coin-turk.com/

NOTE: the regional forum for posting the blogpost translation has to be approved with us in advance,
prior to posting.
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Examples of local threads on global forums
If your region does not have a local forum, you may publish the post on the regional thread of the global
blockchain forum (such as bitcoingarden.org, etc.), with our approval prior to posting. Examples:






German — https://bitcoingarden.org/forum/index.php?board=14.0
Spanish — https://bitcoingarden.org/forum/index.php?board=13.0
Italian — https://bitcoingarden.org/forum/index.php?board=12.0
French — https://bitcoingarden.org/forum/index.php?board=16.0
Turkish — https://bitcoingarden.org/forum/index.php?board=31.0

Questions
If you have any questions regarding the translation/community management campaign, please, use the
Startima Slack for the communication. It will be the fastest way to communicate.
Just sign in to Startima Slack and send a message to the #bounty channel to discuss the details.
Startima Slack invite link: https://goo.gl/kMCBZr

II. SIGNATURE AND AVATAR
Earn Startima tokens for helping us spread the word about Startima and the Startima token ICO launch by
using our signature and avatar in your profiles (messages) on Bitcointalk.

Bounty Pool and Distribution
25% of Total Bounty Pool will be allocated for signature and avatar campaign participants.
Signature and avatar bounty campaign tokens will be distributed proportionally among the Startima blog
and media bounty campaign participants according to the amount of received stakes.

Eligibility
Registered Bitcointalk users of all ranks are eligible, including Newbie accounts.
Users with negative trust are not eligible for this bounty campaign.

Tasks and Rewards
Payment is based on weekly stakes amount.
Use our signature (the one matching your account rank) in the Signature field of your Bitcointalk profile.
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Newbies: 10 stakes/week
Junior Member: 15 stakes/week
Member: 25 stakes/week
Full Member: 40 stakes/week
Senior Member: 60 stakes/week
Hero: 80 stakes/week
Legendary: 100 stakes/week

Bonus for length of participation: 4-7 full weeks - 1 weekly rate, 8-9 full weeks - 2 weekly rates, 10 and
more weeks - 3 weekly rates.

Full Member and up can also add our avatar and personal text – 20 additional stakes/week.
Users whose account ranks do not allow avatars can add our personal text - 5 additional stakes/week.
Bonus for length of participation in both cases: 4-7 full weeks - 1 weekly rate, 8-9 full weeks - 2 weekly
rates, 10 and more weeks - 3 weekly rates.

Getting Approved for Participation
1. Sign up to Startima Slack: https://startima.slack.com Channel #bounty is where you’ll be able to ask
questions about the bounty program.
2. Add the Startima signature campaign BBCode matching your account rank to the Signature field of
your Bitcointalk profile.
3. Fill the Startima signature bounty campaign signup form:
https://goo.gl/forms/GXUhhakoU9zd8dQS2
4. We'll review your request and contact you to discuss the details and/or confirm your participation.

Rules
 Keep the signature (as well as the avatar and the personal text if you picked them as well) till the end
of campaign. Removing signature in the course of campaign will make you disqualified. Removing avatar
or a personal text in the course of campaign will make you disqualified. We will check your messages on
a regular basis to make sure you are using our signature (and avatar and personal text, if applicable) at all
times.
 Only posts in the alternate cryptocurrencies sections of Bitcointalk are required and counted.
 Make at least 10 quality posts in a week to be eligible for a reward.
 Using multiple signatures at the same time is prohibited, only Startima signature.
 You are not allowed to use any other project’s avatar or personal text.
 You must update the signature, the personal text, and the avatar immediately upon our request.
 You must make sure that the signature you are wearing corresponds to your current rank at all times.
When your account gets promoted to a higher rank during your participation, you must upgrade the
signature.
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 Posts must be constructive and on-topic. Spam, low-quality posts, copypaste, and off-topic posts are
strictly prohibited. Users found doing so will be immediately and permanently disqualified, reported to
Bitcointalk moderators, and banned from any other bounty campaign.
 Eligible posts must be at least 75 characters long.
 We recommend keeping your signature till the final spreadsheet gets updated with your final post
count (allow at least one week to count posts).
Removing signature before post count may very well lead to your disqualification.

Startima reserves the right to change the terms or apply new ones at any time at its sole discretion.

Avatar options
You can download: https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B4CGHu2dWiWZWXNCSmVKZERfWVU
Personal text
Startima.io ― Lottery & Betting Platform
Signature options, Bcode
Newbie
Startima.io ― Lottery & Betting Platform
Code:
Startima.io ― Lottery & Betting Platform

Junior Member
▬▬▬▄▄ STARTIMA ▐ █ LOTTERY & BETTING PLATFORM ▄▄▬▬▬
▬▬ Startima Token Pre-Sale ● SEP 1st, 2017 ▬▬

Code:
[center][url= https://goo.gl/YdN4tL]▬▬▬▄▄ STARTIMA ▐ █ LOTTERY & BETTING PLATFORM
▄▄▬▬▬
▬▬ Startima Token Pre-Sale ● SEP 1st, 2017 ▬▬[/center]
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Member

▬▬▬▬▬▬▄▄▄
ann thread ★
▬▬▬▬▬

STARTIMA ▐▐▐█ ███ LOTTERY & BETTING PLATFORM ▄▄▄▬▬▬▬▬▬

telegram ★

twitter ★

slack ★

medium ★

Startima Token Pre-Sale ● SEP 1st, 2017

▬▬▬▬▬

Code:
[center][url=https://goo.gl/iEZ9e4]▬▬▬▬▬▬▄▄▄
PLATFORM ▄▄▄▬▬▬▬▬▬[/url]

STARTIMA ▐▐▐█ ███ LOTTERY & BETTING

[url=https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=][u] ann thread ★[/u][/url] [url=http://t.me/startima][u]
telegram ★[/u][/url] [url= https://twitter.com/StartimaProject][u] twitter ★[/u][/url] [url=
https://startima.slack.com/][u] slack ★[/u][/url] [url=https://medium.com/@startima][u] medium
★[/u][/url]
[url=https://goo.gl/RPuoYT]▬▬▬▬▬
▬▬▬▬▬[/url][/center]

Startima Token Pre-Sale ● SEP 1st, 2017

Full Member

▬▬▬▬▬▄▄▄
ann thread ★

STARTIMA ▐▐▐█ ███ LOTTERY & BETTING PLATFORM

telegram ★

twitter ★

slack ★

▄▄▄▬▬▬▬▬

medium ★

▬▬▬▬ Startima Token Pre-Sale Opens ● SEP 1st, 2017 ▬▬▬▬

Code:
[center][b][url=https://goo.gl/LZhf1R][color=#023CFF]▬▬▬▬▬▄▄▄ [font=Arial
black][color=#07D129]T[color=#07D14A]O[color=#07D179]K[color=#07D196]E[color=#07D1A9]N[color=
#07CFD1]S[color=#07A9D1]T[color=#0791D1]A[color=#0779D1]R[color=#0A8CF0]S[/color][/color][/colo
r][/color][/color][/color][/color][/color][/color][/font] [color=#32D300]▐▐▐█ ███[/color] [font=arial
black][color=#023CFF]TOKENIZE CELEBRITIES[/color][/font] ▄▄▄▬▬▬▬▬[/color][/url]
[font=calibri][url=https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=][color=#1C61FF][u] [color=#555]ann
thread[/color] [color=#32D300]★[/color][/u][/color][/url] [url=http://t.me/startima][color=#1C61FF][u]
[color=#555]telegram[/color] [color=#32D300]★[/color][/u][/color][/url] [url=
https://twitter.com/StartimaProject][color=#1C61FF][u] [color=#555]twitter[/color]
[color=#32D300]★[/color][/u][/color][/url] [url= https://startima.slack.com/][color=#1C61FF][u]
[color=#555]slack[/color] [color=#32D300]★[/color][/u][/color][/url] [url=https://medium.com/@
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startima][color=#1C61FF][u] [color=#555]medium[/color]
[color=#32D300]★[/color][/u][/color][/url][/font]
[font=arial][url= https://goo.gl/LZhf1R][color=#023CFF]▬▬▬▬
[color=#32D300]Ten[color=#2FB505]nis [color=#279804]Tok[color=#267D0B]en P[color=#267D0B]re[color=#279804]Sal[color=#2FB505]e
Op[color=#32D300]ens[/color][/color][/color][/color][/color][/color][/color][/color] ● [font=arial
black][color=#02A0F2]AU[color=#028AF2]GU[color=#025CF2]ST [color=#000]1st[color=#028AF2],
20[color=#02A0F2]17[/color][/color][/color][/color][/color][/color][/font]
▬▬▬▬[/color][/url][/font][/b][/center]

Senior Member

▬▬▬▬▬▄▄▄
ann thread ★

STARTIMA ▐▐▐█ ███ LOTTERY & BETTING PLATFORM

telegram ★

twitter ★

slack ★

▄▄▄▬▬▬▬▬

medium ★

▬▬▬▬ Startima Token Pre-Sale Opens ● SEP 1st, 2017 ▬▬▬▬

Code:
[center][b][url=https://goo.gl/cG7C1u][color=#023CFF]▬▬▬▬▬▄▄▄ [font=Arial
black][color=#07D129]T[color=#07D14A]O[color=#07D179]K[color=#07D196]E[color=#07D1A9]N[color=
#07CFD1]S[color=#07A9D1]T[color=#0791D1]A[color=#0779D1]R[color=#0A8CF0]S[/color][/color][/colo
r][/color][/color][/color][/color][/color][/color][/font] [color=#32D300]▐▐▐█ ███[/color] [font=arial
black][color=#023CFF]TOKENIZE CELEBRITIES[/color][/font] ▄▄▄▬▬▬▬▬[/color][/url]
[font=calibri][url=https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=][color=#1C61FF][u] [color=#555]ann
thread[/color] [color=#32D300]★[/color][/u][/color][/url] [url=http://t.me/startima][color=#1C61FF][u]
[color=#555]telegram[/color] [color=#32D300]★[/color][/u][/color][/url] [url=
https://twitter.com/StartimaProject][color=#1C61FF][u] [color=#555]twitter[/color]
[color=#32D300]★[/color][/u][/color][/url] [url= https://startima.slack.com/][color=#1C61FF][u]
[color=#555]slack[/color] [color=#32D300]★[/color][/u][/color][/url] [url=https://medium.com/@
startima][color=#1C61FF][u] [color=#555]medium[/color]
[color=#32D300]★[/color][/u][/color][/url][/font]
[font=arial][url= https://goo.gl/cG7C1u][color=#023CFF]▬▬▬▬
[color=#32D300]Ten[color=#2FB505]nis [color=#279804]Tok[color=#267D0B]en P[color=#267D0B]re[color=#279804]Sal[color=#2FB505]e
Op[color=#32D300]ens[/color][/color][/color][/color][/color][/color][/color][/color] ● [font=arial
black][color=#02A0F2]AU[color=#028AF2]GU[color=#025CF2]ST [color=#000]1st[color=#028AF2],
20[color=#02A0F2]17[/color][/color][/color][/color][/color][/color][/font]
▬▬▬▬[/color][/url][/font][/b][/center]
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Hero Member/Legendary

▬▬▬▬▬▄▄▄
ann thread ★

STARTIMA ▐▐▐█ ███ LOTTERY & BETTING PLATFORM

telegram ★

twitter ★

slack ★

▄▄▄▬▬▬▬▬

medium ★

▬▬▬▬ Startima Token Pre-Sale Opens ● SEP 1st, 2017 ▬▬▬▬

Code:
[center][b][url=https://goo.gl/tBNizc][color=#023CFF]▬▬▬▬▬▄▄▄ [font=Arial
black][color=#07D129]T[color=#07D14A]O[color=#07D179]K[color=#07D196]E[color=#07D1A9]N[color=
#07CFD1]S[color=#07A9D1]T[color=#0791D1]A[color=#0779D1]R[color=#0A8CF0]S[/color][/color][/colo
r][/color][/color][/color][/color][/color][/color][/font] [color=#32D300]▐▐▐█ ███[/color] [font=arial
black][color=#023CFF]TOKENIZE CELEBRITIES[/color][/font] ▄▄▄▬▬▬▬▬[/color][/url]
[font=calibri][url=https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=][color=#1C61FF][u] [color=#555]ann
thread[/color] [color=#32D300]★[/color][/u][/color][/url] [url=http://t.me/startima][color=#1C61FF][u]
[color=#555]telegram[/color] [color=#32D300]★[/color][/u][/color][/url] [url=
https://twitter.com/StartimaProject][color=#1C61FF][u] [color=#555]twitter[/color]
[color=#32D300]★[/color][/u][/color][/url] [url= https://startima.slack.com/][color=#1C61FF][u]
[color=#555]slack[/color] [color=#32D300]★[/color][/u][/color][/url] [url=https://medium.com/@
startima][color=#1C61FF][u] [color=#555]medium[/color]
[color=#32D300]★[/color][/u][/color][/url][/font]
[font=arial][url= https://goo.gl/tBNizc][color=#023CFF]▬▬▬▬
[color=#32D300]Ten[color=#2FB505]nis [color=#279804]Tok[color=#267D0B]en P[color=#267D0B]re[color=#279804]Sal[color=#2FB505]e
Op[color=#32D300]ens[/color][/color][/color][/color][/color][/color][/color][/color] ● [font=arial
black][color=#02A0F2]AU[color=#028AF2]GU[color=#025CF2]ST [color=#000]1st[color=#028AF2],
20[color=#02A0F2]17[/color][/color][/color][/color][/color][/color][/font]
▬▬▬▬[/color][/url][/font][/b][/center]

Questions
If you have any questions regarding the signature and avatar bounty campaign, please use the Startima
Slack for the communication. It will be the fastest way to communicate.
Just sign in to Startima Slack and send a message to the #bounty channel to discuss the details.
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Startima Slack link: https://goo.gl/kMCBZr

III. BLOG AND MEDIA
Earn Startima tokens for publishing articles, reviews, and press releases about Startima and the Startima
token launch (as well as tutorials/instructions on how to support our project) on your personal blogs and
popular media outlets covering blockchain, IT, sport, lifestyle, or business.

Bounty Pool and Distribution
20% of Total Bounty Pool will be allocated for the blog and media bounty campaign.
Blog and media bounty tokens will be distributed proportionally among the Startima blog and media
bounty campaign participants according to the amount of received stakes.

Eligibility
Anyone may participate except for candidates whose Bitcointalk accounts have negative trust.

Tasks and Rewards
Create a text (with no less than 600 words) about Startima (article, review, etc.) and publish it on your
own blog or on a popular media outlet. Topics/articles and websites where you would like to publish them
are subject to pre-approval by the Startima team at all times.
Texts creators receive 50, 100, 150 or even more stakes for each post depending on its quality. Startima
team makes the decision on the quality of the post at its sole discretion, and this decision is final and not
negotiable.

Getting Approved for Participation
1. Sign up to Startima Slack: https://startima.slack.com/messages Channel #bounty is where you’ll be able
to ask questions about the bounty program.
2. Submit your content suggestions along with on what website you would like to publish it using the blog
and media bounty campaign signup form:
https://goo.gl/forms/BqoiYyznwYB9AsXb2
3. We'll review your request and contact you to discuss the details and/or confirm your participation.
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Only once these steps are completed and you received a confirmation from us may you start working on
your activity.

Rules
 Before you start writing, you must let us know what you would like to write about, in what language,
and where to publish that - to get an approval from us first.
 Submit links to your already published article(-s) by posting them to this official bounty program
thread.
 Your text must be published online and accessible to everyone.
 Your text must be original.
 We don’t allow websites with no audience or new websites; the website where you choose to publish
your text, must be at least 2 months old, and must have the user activity (to be additionally assessed by
the Startima team when considering your application).
 Third-party media outlets must be devoted to or have specific active sections on blockchain, IT, sport,
lifestyle, and/or business.
 Your text must be no less than 600 words or bigger.
 Your post must include a link to the Startima website.
 You post must include at least one more link: to the Startima official announcement thread on
Bitcointalk, or Startima's account on a social network (Twitter or Facebook), or to another article about
Startima.
 Medium, Steemit, Newbium, and other general/free blogging platforms are allowed but only one post
will be accepted on those platforms. As a reminder, you must get our approval of the topic/article and the
blog and media outlet you would like to reserve before you start writing.
 Make sure you have the full understanding of the Startima concept and the project. Check our website
and read the whitepaper before suggesting any topic/article.

Startima reserves the right to change the terms or apply new ones at any time at its sole discretion.

Some Ideas for Your Posts
introducing Startima; what makes it unique and cool;
making gambling industry transparent;
tokenizing of services as a new wave in blockchain;
Startima as a business (economic model);
how Startima business model is applied;
lottery or betting platform in real life and Startimas advantages;
when will the Startima ICO start and why should one participate;
etc. (TBD).
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Basically, any good texts regarding Startima project should work. Just make sure that your text is
technically correct and has no typos/errors.

Questions
If you have any questions regarding the blog and media bounty campaign, please use the Startima Slack
for the communication. It will be the fastest way to communicate.
Just sign in to Startima Slack and send a message to the #bounty channel to discuss the details.
Startima Slack invite link: https://goo.gl/kMCBZr

IV. TWITTER
Earn Startima tokens as a reward for helping us spread the word about Startima and the Startima token
launch on Twitter by means of tweets and retweets.

Bounty Pool and Distribution
Total amount of Startima tokens allocated for the Twitter bounty campaign: 10%.
Twitter bounty tokens will be distributed proportionally among the Startima twitter bounty campaign
program participants according to the amount of received stakes.

Eligibility
● Your Twitter account must be original. Fake, dead, inactive, and bot accounts will not be accepted.
● Twitter account with followers, interested in cryptocurrencies, blockchain etc is a plus.
● Candidates whose Bitcointalk account has negative trust are not eligible.

Tasks and Rewards
Follow us on Twitter: 15 stakes per week

For every retweet or mention, you will get:
10 stakes for between 100 and 300 followers on your Twitter account
30 stakes for between 300 and 999 followers on your Twitter account
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50 stakes for 1,000 or more followers on your Twitter account

Getting Approved for Participation
1. Follow the official Startima account on Twitter: https://twitter.com/StartimaProject
2. Sign up to Startima Slack: https://goo.gl/kMCBZr Channel #bounty is where you’ll be able to ask
questions about the bounty program.
3. Fill out the Twitter bounty campaign signup form to participate:
https://goo.gl/forms/BqoiYyznwYB9AsXb2
4. We'll review your request and contact you to discuss the details and/or confirm your participation.
Only once these steps are completed and you received a confirmation from us may you start working on
your activity.
Rules
● You must post a list of links to your tweets and retweets in this bounty campaign thread every week.
● Only one Twitter account per person is allowed.
● You must retweet at least 10 tweets overall (over the course of the whole campaign), only from
(tweeted by) our official Twitter account @StartimaProject. Only 1 retweet per day will count.
● You must make at least 10 tweets about Startima overall (over the course of the whole campaign),
including hashtag #Startima (obligatory at all times) and at least one of the following: #blockchain,
#cryptocurrency, #ICO, #altcoin. Only 1 tweet per day will count.
● You cannot remove the tweets or the retweets you made within the framework of this Twitter bounty
campaign or unfollow our Twitter account until its end plus one week. This will make sure you quickly pass
all checks.
● Tweets must be in English. Other languages are possible if there is an English translation in the same
post

Startima reserves the right to change terms and conditions and add new ones at any time at its sole
discretion.

Example of Twitter Campaign Report Text:
Twitter username: *Your Twitter account name*
Twitter url: *URL of your Twitter account*
Followers: *Number of your followers*
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Tweets: *Links to your tweets about Startima*
Retweets: *Links to your retweets of the Startima official account tweets*
(To be posted in this official bounty thread on Bitcointalk weekly)

Questions
If you have any questions regarding the Twitter bounty campaign, please use the Startima Slack for the
communication. It will be the fastest way to communicate.
Just sign in to Startima Slack and send a message to #bounty channel to discuss the details.
Startima Slack invite link: https://goo.gl/kMCBZr

V. FACEBOOK
Earn Startima tokens as a reward for helping us spread the word about Startima and the Startima token
launch on Facebook by means of posts, likes, and reposts.

Bounty Pool and Distribution
Total amount of Startima tokens reserved for the Facebook bounty campaign: 15%.
Facebook bounty tokens will be distributed proportionally among the Startima Facebook bounty
campaign participants according to the amount of received stakes.

Eligibility
● Only one Facebook account per person is allowed.
● Candidates whose Bitcointalk accounts has negative trust are not eligible.

Tasks and Rewards
Like our Facebook page for your stakes to count.
Every post (text/ image/ video/ link) like: 20 stakes
Comment (at least 30 characters per comment): 10 stakes (should be relevant)
Public share of any post: 30 stakes (post must be visible to everyone)
Altered bonus programs for Facebook accounts with more than 1000 followers are available.
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Getting Approved for Participation
1. Follow the official Startima account on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/StartimaProject
2. Sign up to Startima Slack: https://goo.gl/kMCBZr Channel #bounty is where you’ll be able to ask
questions about the bounty program.
3. Fill out the Facebook bounty campaign signup form to participate:
https://goo.gl/forms/BqoiYyznwYB9AsXb2
4. We'll review your request and contact you to discuss the details and/or confirm your participation.
Only once these steps are completed and you received a confirmation from us may you start working on
your activity.

Rules
● You must post a list of links to your posts and reposts in this bounty campaign thread every week.
● You must like and repost at least 7 posts from our Facebook account
https://www.facebook.com/StartimaProject overall (over the course of the whole campaign). Only 1 like
+ 1 repost per day will count.
● You have to make at least 5 Facebook posts overall (over the course of the whole campaign) about
Startima, including - in each! - hashtag #Startima (obligatory at all times) and at least two of the following:
#blockchain, #cryptocurrency, #ICO, #altcoin. Only 1 post per day will count.
● You cannot remove your posts, likes or reposts you made within the framework of this Facebook bounty
campaign until its end plus one week. This will make sure you quickly pass all checks.
● Posts must be in English.

Startima reserves the right to change terms and conditions and add new ones at any time at its sole
discretion.

Example of Facebook Campaign Report Text
Facebook url: *URL of your Facebook account*
Friends: *Number of your Facebook friends*
Followers: *Number of your Facebook followers*
Posts: *Links to your posts about Startima*
Reposts: *Links to your reposts of the Startima official account posts*

Questions
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If you have any questions regarding the Facebook bounty campaign, please use the Startima Slack for the
communication. It will be the fastest way to communicate.
Just sign in to Startima Slack and send a message to #bounty channel to discuss the details.
Startima Slack invite link: https://goo.gl/kMCBZr

VI. VKONTAKTE
Earn Startima tokens as a reward for helping us spread the word about Startima and the Startima token
launch on Vkontakte by means of posts, likes, and reposts.

Bounty Pool and Distribution
Total amount of Startima tokens reserved for the Vkontakte bounty campaign: 5%.
Vkontakte bounty tokens will be distributed proportionally among the Startima Vkontakte bounty
campaign participants according to the amount of received stakes.

Eligibility
● Only one Vkontakte account per person is allowed.
● Candidates whose Bitcointalk accounts has negative trust are not eligible.

Tasks and Rewards
Join our Vkontakte community page for your stakes to count.
Every post (text/ image/ video/ link) like: 20 stakes
Comment (at least 30 characters per comment): 10 stakes (should be relevant)
Public share of any post: 30 stakes (post must be visible to everyone)
Altered bonus program for Vkontakte accounts with more than 1000 followers is available.

Getting Approved for Participation
1. Follow the official Startima account on Vkontakte: https://www.facebook.com/StartimaProject
2. Sign up to Startima Slack: https://goo.gl/kMCBZr Channel #bounty is where you’ll be able to ask
questions about the bounty program.
3. Fill out the Vkontakte bounty campaign signup form to participate:
https://goo.gl/forms/BqoiYyznwYB9AsXb2
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4. We'll review your request and contact you to discuss the details and/or confirm your participation.
Only once these steps are completed and you received a confirmation from us may you start working on
your activity.

Rules
● You must post a list of links to your posts and reposts in this bounty campaign thread every week.
● You must like and repost at least 7 posts from our Vkontakte account
https://www.facebook.com/StartimaProject overall (over the course of the whole campaign). Only 1 like
+ 1 repost per day will count.
● You have to make at least 5 Vkontakte posts overall (over the course of the whole campaign) about
Startima, including - in each! - hashtag #Startima (obligatory at all times) and at least two of the following:
#blockchain, #cryptocurrency, #ICO, #altcoin. Only 1 post per day will count.
● You cannot remove your posts, likes or reposts you made within the framework of this Vkontakte bounty
campaign until its end plus one week. This will make sure you quickly pass all checks.
● Posts must be in Russian with English translation.

Startima reserves the right to change terms and conditions and add new ones at any time at its sole
discretion.

Example of Vkontakte Campaign Report Text
Vkontakte url: *URL of your Vkontakte account*
Friends: *Number of your Vkontakte friends*
Followers: *Number of your Vkontakte followers*
Posts: *Links to your posts about Startima*
Reposts: *Links to your reposts of the Startima official account posts*

Questions
If you have any questions regarding the Vkontakte bounty campaign, please use the Startima Slack for
the communication. It will be the fastest way to communicate.
Just sign in to Startima Slack and send a message to #bounty channel to discuss the details.
Startima Slack invite link: https://goo.gl/kMCBZr
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VII. YOUR IDEAS
If you have a different idea of how you can help us spread the word about Startima and the Startima
token launch, please use the following form to contact us and we’ll thoroughly discuss and consider your
suggestions: https://goo.gl/forms/4J8NlRkM3EWMZOdh1

5% of the total bounty pool is reserved for such custom campaigns.
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